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Taylor Logistics, Inc. Announces 2020 Vendor Partner of the Year

CINCINNATI, O.H. / -- Each year, Taylor Logistics, Inc. recognizes a vendor partner who continue to raise the bar 
in delivering outstanding quality, innovation, value, and service. Taylor is proud to announce it has named Roehr 
Insurance Agency as its 2020 Vendor Partner of the Year. Even during these unprecedented times in the world, 
Roehr has remained committed to going above and beyond to meet business needs at a time when it has never 
been more critical. 

“Our vendors and suppliers play an important role in Taylor’s success year after year through innovative solutions, 
new products, and with a consistent focus on processes improvement,” said Rex Taylor, President, Taylor Logistics 
Inc. “It is an honor for us to recognize vendor of the year for all their work and contribution to the business. We 
look forward to continuing a successful partnership.”

Vendor of the year was determined based on evaluating each company’s service portfolio 2020 vendor scorecard 
performance – a rating system that evaluates supplier performance in quality, extraordinary partnership, 
cost, collaboration, and integrity – and input from Taylor senior leadership. Vendor service categories include 
the following: education, technology, data and intelligence, marketing, financial institutions, insurance, and 
government administration. In total, there were nine vendors up for the award.

Vendor Partner of the Year: Roehr Insurance Agency is highly dedicated to understanding and fulfilling each need 
more comprehensively than traditional insurance agencies. They are a local agency that serves interests around 
the globe. Their network of global insurance carrier’s partners protects clients in all corners of the world, yet you 
are always just a phone call away. The local Roehr Team provides the personal attention that other agencies just 
can’t match.

About Taylor Logistics, Inc.
Taylor Logistics Inc. is the Nation’s Most Progressive Family Owned logistics company. From their founding in 
1850 to today, Taylor is currently in sixth and seventh-generation ownership. Taylor’s passion is finding solutions 
for their customers through their various services. From warehousing both contract and public, freight brokerage, 
packaging, kitting, drayage, and trucking. All of which are customizable and technology-driven. Their 170 years of 
logistics experience have proven that they are not merely a vendor for your company – they are an extension of 
your team with a clear understanding of our responsibility to replicate your organization’s strategic 
business goals.
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